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Public Law 542 .of .the 90th Congress. approved October 2, 1968, provides 
for three classes of rivers, Wi ld river areas, Scenic river areas and Re
creational river areas. The ·policy of the law is that certain selected · 
rivers with their immediate · environments · possess .outs.tandingly remarkable 
scenic, recreational,- · geologic, fish and wildlife, historic, cultural, 
or like values, shall be preserved in free-flowing .condition, and that they 
be protected for the benefit and enjoyment of .present and future generations. 

The purpose of the l aw is to implement that policy. 

Wild rivers classification i s free of impoundments and generally in
accessible except by trail, essentially primitive .and containing unpolluted 
waters. 

Scenic river s classification ·i s free of impoundments with shorelines or 
watersheds largely primitive · and undeveloped but accessible in places by 
roads. 

Recreational rivers classification is readily accessible by road and may 
have some devel opment and undergone some i .mpoundment or diversion. 

To implement the policy to protect water quality and its immediate 
environment in fulfilling conservation objectives is legislation establishing 
National Wi ld and Scenic Rivers System, with federal administrative functions 
by Inter ior and Agriculture Departments ~ · States may designate classification, 
with approval of Interior Secretary, for state administration with grants to 
be available from the ·federal Land and Water Conservation Fund laws. 

The law inunedi ately i ncluded the Middle Fork of .the Clearwater from Kooskia 
to Lowell, the Lochsa from · Powell to Lowell, . and · the Selway from its origin to 
Lowell, and the Middle Fork of the Salmon from its origin to its confluence 
with the main Salmon, with Agriculture (Forest .. Service) the designated administra~ 
tive agency, which has a year to · establish the .boundaries and determine which 
of the three classifications best fits . The. boundaries .shall include an average 
of one quarter of a mile, not more than .320 acres . pe-r _mile on both sides of the 
rivers. 

The law further provides that Interior and .Agriculture study other rivers 
for their inclusion within .the system, and those in Idaho in the study section 
are the entire main stem-·of · the · Bruneau, the Moyie .from the Canadian line to its 
confluence with the ·Kootenai, ·the · entire · main .stem of the Priest and Saint Joe, 
and the main Salmon from· North Fork· to its · confluence with the Snake. 



Th.e study rivers are to ·· remain ··free.;.;,flow:ing and protected _from 
development that would ·.- infr±nge · their · scenic .and .recrea.tional values. 
Ten years is allowed for .. the ·· studies · during '.which there is protection 
for five years plus such time ··eongress ··needs, ... from .Federal Power dam 
license or loans · for · development ~· · The .. states ,are .encouraged to formulate 
plans for Wild and Scenic· rivers . 
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Thank you, Mr. Bizeau •... Ladies .and .. Gentlemen: I am pleased to be here 
at this meeting of the · Idaho · Chapter of the Wildlife Society to discuss how 
the Forest Service will. implement the Wild and Scenic Rivers Act. I 
particularly want · to thank Mr. Bowler for ·his able presentation on the 
Act. It certainly made · my · job ·easier. 

One thing I want to comment on at this time is that the Forest Service 
in initiating .the Wild and Scenic· Rivers · Act is .not going to keep you in the 
dark. We are going · to keep · you··±nformed.· · We are, in reality, going to solicit 
your ideas and thoughts ·concerning implementation and management of the Wild 
and Scenic Rivers in Idaho o 

In Idaho the Forest Service is involved. with two rivers that are to be 
initial parts of the "National Wild and · Scenic Rivers System~ These are 
also involved with four rivers · included in Section 5 of the Act as potential 
additions to the system. These · are the · Moyie ·, Priest, Saint Joe, and Main 
Salmon Rivers . 

Before I proceed .any further, let .me correct one possible misconception 
that came up in the ·earlier · discussion. · At this moment there are no rivers 
that are actually des· gnated as wild, scenic, or .. recreation rivers. While 
certain rivers were designated · in · the ·Act · as .so-called "instant" rivers, 
they are not actually present · in the system· until the ·boundaries of the rivers 
have been determined · for the ·various · component parts and development plan has 
been prepared, published · in · the Federal ·Register, and forwarded to the Congress. 
A 90-day waiting period· follows the transmittal to. the Congress. This Act must 
be completed by ·.October · 2, · 1969 o 

For the past several ·years, · the · Forest Service has been studying various 
rivers within National .Forests that have been. suggested for "wild river" status. 
We have collected · a · substantial · amount · of inventory data on such things as 
potential recreation · sites; · landownerships; transportation facilities, existing 
and needed, including roads, trails, bridges,and airfields; historical and 
archeological sites; .and wildlife · habitat; range, and timber resources. 



For example, arather · complete · inventory. of .recreation occupancy and 
development sites ·.has been · completed · for · the ·~Middle Jfor.k .of ,the Salmon 
and most of the main · stem··of ·.-· the· Salmon ~· ·This. involved .327 individual 
sites that were · inventoried, · classified, .. and. :photo points taken s A 
wealth of additional basic · inventory--data· has .been completed. We have 
several file · drawers full · of · these · datae 

This information .will · be · very· useful ·. in .. the. preparation of plans for 
management of components:,of ... the · National Wild .and .. S.cenic Rivers System. 

I can speak only · in ·. general · terms · about. how ,the Forest Service will 
now implement the requirements - of· the Act · -. · Our. detailed plans for this 
work are .still .being formulated, .. but · should · soon be completeo 

Two separate tasks are ·involved in · impiementing the Act. One relates 
to the established components·of · the · system as listed in Section 3 of 
the Act. We refer .to .these ·as '·'instant · rivers." .. The other task is the 
detailed study · of potential · additions .. to · the .system • . These are called 
"study rivers." 

First, I'll discuss the · jobs we must · do. on .the instant rivers , (In 
Idaho these are the Middle Fork · of · the -Clearwater _and Middle Fork of the 
Salmon . ) 

By October .2 .of this .year--which -- is one year . from the date of the Act-
we must publish in the · Federal ·Register ·· and · forward to Congress three i terns o 

These are: 

1 . Description of .detailed boundaries of .each river ~ 

2 o Classification .of each · river into ·.wild, scenic, or recreational 
river areas--or combinations · thereof. 

3. Plan of management and · development of. ,each river. 

The boundaries of .a river . area· will ·· be. located in accordance with the 
language of the Act. · we cannot - exceed an average . of 320 acres of land per 
river mile. (This is an average ~of · one-quarter mile. on each side of the 
river o) So far as possible; ·· boundaries •·;will .be. located on r .ecognizable 
topographic features ·or along · Iegal subdivision lines. Some stretches of 
river may need much less than · 320 acres 'per mile. included within the 
boundaries. Other stretches will need · mor.e o .... Ihe .determination will be 
based on the topography -adjacent - to ·· the ···river.,- and the importance of land 
areas along the river for-the -purpose ··of the Act. 

The official boundaries .will ·· be · delineated . on aerial photos and on 
large-scale maps ~ · These w.ill · be · available. for review by interested persons. 
It is important that · boundaries ·be ~well--defined. and recognizable because 
the Act places several · restrictions · on .. activities within those boundaries. 



For example, t here are limitations placed. on the ac.quisition of land 
or interests in land · (Section .6) ~ The ·area. within .the. b.oundaries is with
drawn from · disposition -under ··· the··-pub1ic · land .. laws, .of , the. -United States 
(Section 8(a)). Mining activities on existing claims within the boundary 
will be subject · to · regulat;;t-ons that -· the · Secretary .of Agriculture may pre
scribe (Section 9 (a) (1)). · (It ··is ·· interesting· to .. note ... tha.t . the Act wi.th- . 
draws from mineral -entry the land -within · one-quar:ter .. mile of ... the bank of 
any river classified -- as - uwild1

L even · though the · bo.undary . may,.be .. established 
less or more than one.:.qoarter mile · from•· the -. .river.) (Sec.tlon .. 9 (a) (111)). 

Rivers; · or -segments · of ·· rivers-; will -be · ciassi.f ied as either "wild," 
"scenic," · or -- 11recreational ~ 11 

· ·The · definitions of . these. three classifi
cations are ·given · in- Section 2(b) -of the Act~ 'Ihe .language in the Act 
will need some int-erpretation·· to · further -define .such terms as "generally 
inaccessible" and ii largely undeveloped ; u . ·The ·,-fn.terpretation of these 
definitions is not yet · completee · I speculate, however, how this might work 
for the Middle Fork .of the · Salmon · River · as : an example . This we touched on 
following Mr ? Bowler 1 s ·presentati.on~ · ·As we · view .the application of classi
fication--and please remember · this · is based on - limited interpretation of 
the Act--most of the Mi ddle Fork will · likely- classify as a "wild river 
area." Short stretches ; ·however; · appear · to meet the definition of "scenic 
river area~u ·These would ·be · at ·Dagger ·Falls where the Middle Fork is 
accessible by road, and at .. developed -· si.tes · with airfields along the river 
such as the Pistol ·Creek ·subdivision, ·Middle: Fork Lodge, and the Flying B 
Ranch ~ 

In preparing plans for ·management · and development of river areas, the 
basic Forest Service ·planning · procedures will .be followed. 

A multiple use management guide will spell . out how various activities and 
resource uses will be coordinated to accomplish the purposes of the Act. 
Section 10 ·provides the ·basic ·· management -•direction • . Let me quote from 
that section in order- to -recall your._:~- memory: 

Each component of the National Wild · and · Scenic Ri.ver System 
shall be administered in such manner as to protect and enhance 
the values which caused it to be included in said system with
out, insofar as is consistent · therewith~ limiting other uses 
that do not substantially interfere with · public use and enjoy
ment of these values. · In such · administration primary -emphasis 
shall be given t o -protecting -its · esthetic, scenic, historic, 
archeologic, and s cientific -features. · ••• 

Our management plans will reflect and carry forward this basic direction. 
The multi.ple use management -guide will be supplemented with a recreation plan 
and such other special · activity · plans · as : nec.essary. The recreation plan, for 
example, will provide ·details on · recreation developments to be provided and on 
how recreation use along the · river · is·- to be administered. 



The plan which we are equired -. to .- publish in . the . Federal Register and submit 
to Congress wfll -probably ·consist · of a · summar.y--of .. the es.sential features of the 
more detailed plans ra her than a ·· large and · complete: document a 

As I mentioned ·before, .. t he ·boundaries, the .. classifications, and the plans 
do not become effec tive -un ti l · 90 · days ·· after ·being .submitted to Congress (Section 
3 (b)) • 

Now, I'll briefly ·di s cuss how the · Forest ·. Servi.ce. will i mplement the Act 
in regard to "s tudy riversu ·· as · listed ·±n· Section 5(a) .' As I previously mentioned, 
the Idaho rivers · in this ategory ·are portions of the .Moy~e, Priest, Saint Joe, 
and Main Salmon ·Rivers ~ The main stem of -- the Bruneau River is also listed, but ,, 
no National Forest land · i.s · i nvolved · there.~· · Bruneau will be handled by the 
Department of Interior o 

The actual prior ties as to what · rivers will. be studi ed first and when has 
not yet been set a We .do know, however, t ha t : for . the study rivers t he Main 
Salmon will be t he f 0 1 s - A this time i appears that the detailed study 
of · the Salmon wil · pr bably ·not be started until F .Y. 1971 which begins J uly 1, 
1970. As each of you are well ~aware, ·scheduling .of. che study river will have 
to be cons idered i n ·our ·r egular ·· budge t a :cy · polic.y so that t he necessary funds 
can be arranged n 

We are directed to ac t to" •• aproceed as expeditiously as poss i bl e to study 
each of the rivers ~~- •. " •· to de t ermine -whe ther or not it should be included in the 
system. We must submit a report on each s tudy · river to the President and to 
Congress no later han Oct ober 2, 1978. 

It will be necessar y or us o ·pretty much comp lete our required work on 
the "instan " rivers bef ore we cans art on · detailed field investigations of 
the "study" rivers , From a practi al · standpoint, t his will mean--for example-
that field work ·on t he Mai n Salmon River · would start dur i ng the summer of 1970 0 
In the interim, ·de. · ·· led · pl ans fot: arrying o.ut t hat s tudy will be prepared o 

The Act directs us to pursue · hese · river studies in close cooperation with 
appropriate state agencies ,; Upon request · from such an agenc.y, the study will 
be carried on jointly ~ 

The Idaho Water Resources ··Board has ··expressed i nterest in a joint effort · 
with a particular emphasis on ·t he Main · Salmon River study area ~ We have been 
in touch with Dr . Lee · (here on the panel} concerning a joint study of the Main 
Salmon o Many details need o be -worked out in the coming months to prepare 
a joint study plan t:hat wi ll accomp lish · t he desired results. We are looking 
forward to his jo 0 nt effort with Dr . Lee and his people ~ 

As part of th i s e for , the I aho Water Resources Board and the University 
of Idaho have proposed a cooperative ·Federal-state study on the Main Salmon 
River to determine an appr priate meth dology for studying "study r ivers." 
This could be an important and ·· wor t hwhile early step in implementing t he study 
requirements of the Act ~ ·We have held · an- initial meeting wi th Dr. Warnick 



of the University about .the ·methodology ··. study .• _ .We. plan to continue to- work 
closely with him and ·Dr • . Lee · on -development. of .this .project. 

Two Regions -of ·the ·· Forest · Service · are-· invo.J..ved .wi.th the Main Saliµon. The 
river forms part -of - the ·boundary -between ~the ·· In.termountain .. .and .North_ern 
Regions. The Intermoun tain ·Region; · tha:t I :· rep resent, . will . take the lead 
for the Forest Service in · studies -of .. the · Main -Salmon. __ . The Northern Region 
will handle the .- studies ·.of · the " Friest; ·"Moyie ·, ·· and: Saint . . J,oe: Rivers. The 
Department ·· of Interior ·will · also ·be -involved -- in.- each. river study. 

In addition - to ·the "stody · rivers'-'-named ··.• in. the .. Act, we .ax:e directed (by -
Section 5(d) ) to · identify -additional ·· rivers · or ·· river. segments that should be 
evaluated as · to · their :·.potential for · management · in · a · free-flowing concJiti~n. 
Suggestions · in this ·regard from -members · of · the:.Wildlife Society will be 
welcome o 

I regret that I .cannot be more precise .in discussing how the Forest Service 
will implement the "Wild ·and Scenic Rivers Act." The - timing of this meeting 
catches us ·at an awkward ·moment with our plans nearly forumulateq, - but not 
quite complete. ··· I hope ·my remarks ·have ·giv.en .you at least a general idea 
of the big job and challenge that lies - immediately ahead of all of us. 



P0SSIB1E ··· EFFECTS -OF· THE:·.WILD .. AND SCENIC RIVERS ACT 
ON ·· Il:>AHO ·WATER· .RESOURCE PLANNING 

The Id~ho Water ·Resource.··Board ··was .. ::crea.ted:·,i.n,~l9-65 -irt response to 
threats to divert ·-the··waters .. of· Idaho -out ~of· s·tate • . The Board was given 
the author:Lty to formulate · a ·state : Water ··Plan·~and t .o. embark. upon a program 
of development to ·implement · that ·· plan · so.··that ::. t .he: f.ut.ure pr.asperity of the 
State might be assured ; ··- shortly .. ·after · it~was ~created., .. · the Board was ' plunged 
into the wild and · scenic -rivers - contro'7ersy--~ •- --~Even . though .the legislative 
groundwork was almost ·· completed ·~ -- the -Board···felt · that ·.it. was essential to 
evaluate and comment ·on ···the ·bill; ·since ·•it · had :· possible .far~reaching impli
cations on water ·planning · in Idaho " 

The instant Wild Rivers System comprises 545 miles, of which 290 miles 
are in the State ·of .IdahoQ · About · one-half of the 290 miles are on the Middle 
Fork of the Salmon ~River ·, -.and · the "remainder ·.on .the Middle Fork of the Clearwater 
above Kooskia ·· and · the ·-- Selway ·and -Lochsa ·· tributaries.. Wat.er resource planning 
is simplified considerably w±th -- respect -- to -- these ··instant -rivers since no 
plan need be developed a·· Because · of · the -remoteness -- of the Middle Fork ·of the 
Salmon and the relatively · low·· av.er age ·· annual - runoff in the higher elevations, 
there appears · to be ·no · conflict · with · potentials .for .w.ater resource development •. 
I would suggest; -.however; · that •· the ··publicity .given , to the Middle Fork of the 
Salmon may result -- in ·the ··necessity-of -- rationing trips . down. the Middle Fork in 
order to preserve ·the ·wilderness -experience that · most people seek a I understand 
that in one day last August over 300 rafts were counted at various points along 
the Middle Fork and that adequate facilities for camping and waste disposal 
are a serious problem. The designation of the Middle Fork of the Clearwater 
and its tributaries as a wild river prevents the construction of Penny Cliffs 
Dam, unless Congress should later decide that the need for development on this 
river exceeds its values for -a wild river~ I would point out that the Clear
water River at Lewiston discharges ·about · 11,000,000 acre feet per year, with 
the only major regulation being that ·of · the · Dworshak Dam and Reservoir on the 
North Fork of the Clearwater e This compares with an annual runoff of about 
8,000,000 acr e feet from the Salmon River and about 11,000,000 from the Snake 
River at Weiser, and a total runoff of the Snake River at Lewiston-Clarkston 
of about 35,000,000 acre feet o 

Those rivers in the study section of the Wild and Scenic Rivers Act include 
the Main Stem of the Salmon River from North Fork to its confluence with the 
Snake River, the Moyie River, Priest River, the Bruneau River, and the St. Joe 
River ~ Our staff has briefly reviewed reports by other agencies on these rivers 
and has derived the following information: 

1. Moyie River from the Canadian ·border to the Kootenai Rivero Apparently 
there is no significant ·water -- development · potential in the Moyie River Basine No 
federal agencies have -- studied -the ·basin~ According to the Idaho Fish and Game 
Department, it is a · third ·class -fishing stream. 

2. Priest ·R.iver-..;.the · entire · main · stem; · · The Corps of Engineers 308 Report 
quoted the ·potential ·of ·· developing · less than 60,000 kilowatt capacity on 
Priest Lake. However, this ·was dropped · in .the 1962, 403 Report, apparently 
because of recreational development- around -Priest. Lake and the necessity of 
maintaining a fairly constant : recreational ·pool. 



3. The Bruneau River--the entire main stem. The Corps of Engineers 
has conducted survey investigations looking to the possibility of building 
a multipurpose project in the Bruneau Canyon, but no feasible projects were 
found. The average annual runoff from the Bruneau River is approximately 
200,000 acre feet, but flows are extremely variable. 

4. St. Joe River--the entire main stem. The Corps of Engineers has 
identified the Siwash, Avery, and Sisters Creek sites as potentials for 
alleviating flood damage downstream. However, local opposition, technical, 
and economic problems appear to preclude development of any of these sites . 
This area is now under study as .part of ·the Spokane River Basin Study being 
conducted by the Corps of Engineers. 

5. The Salmon River--the segment from the town of North Fork to its 
confluence with the Snake River. The Salmon River presents the main water 
resource planning challenge because of its potential for power, water quality 
control, flood control, and irrigation . Our water needs studies reveal that 
there are currently 3 1/2 million acres of land being irrigated in the southern 
part of the State, with an additional potential of 6 million acres in the 
Snake River Basin alone. In the long run it is conceivable that pumpback 
from the Salmon and Snake Rivers to the southern part of the State will be 
feasible o From the water control standpoint, the Nez Perce Dam just below 
the confluence of the Salmon and Snake Rivers would provide the best site. 
However, until a solution is found to the passage of anadromous fish over 
high dams, this alternative is not feasible. A possible solution to help 
meet upstream water needs would be a tunnel in the vicinity of Lucile, Idaho, 
from the Salmon to the Middle Fork of the Snake. There is, however, also a 
problem of mixing of Salmon River water with Snake River water, which some 
fish biologists say would confuse the anadromous fish as they make their run 
up the Lower Snake and on into the Salmon River. 

Pure water from the Salmon and Clearwater Rivers held in storage and 
released during late summer periods could help alleviate a water quality 
problem which is beginning to emerge on the Lower Snake. The Interior 
Department in its 1968 Middle Snake Reconnaissance Study pointed out that a 
thermal block periodically occurred at the mouth of the Snake which impeded 
anadromous fish runs. Therefore, the Interior Department proposed an allocation 
of 500,000 acre feet storage from the Appaloosa Dam to help alleviate this 
problem and to enhance the salmon runs. Their estimates of benefits for these 
releases would amount to about $6 million per year. If upstream development 
is to continue in southwest Idaho, it is becoming clear that tributary storage 
for water quality control will be necessary to alleviate the downstream water 
quality problem. Recent studies of hydro-electric resources in the Northwest 
as part of the Columbia-North Pacific study demonstrate the tremendous hydro
electric potential on the main stem of the Salmon River. The three sites 
listed are Lower Canyon, Crevice, and Freedom. Lower Canyon would be just 
above the confluence of the Salmon with the Snake and would back water to 
the Freedom site approximately 70 miles upstream. Freedom Dam would back 
water to seven miles above Riggins, and the Crevice Dam would back water 
65 miles up the main stem of the Salmon and ten miles up the South Fork of 
the Salmon . The Lower Canyon facility is described as having a 2.5 million 
acre-foot usable storage capacity with a 1,500 megawatt January peaking capability. 
The Crevice facility would have 1.03 million acre feet usable storage capacity and 
1,000 megawatt January peaking capability. Some recent estimates by the 



Corps of Engineers on Nez Perce show that it would have an active stor~ge 
capacity of about 4.5 million acre feet .and ultimate peaking capability of 
4,780 megawatts. Of course, none of -these dams can be authorized for 
construction by Congress nor can the FPC issue a license for their 
construction for a period of five years as specified in the Wild and Scenic 
Rivers Act. Certainly the value of these facilities for economic development 
must be weighed against values that would be lost if they were constructed. 

The Idaho Water Resource Board intends to study these other ri~er systems 
as part of its state water planning effort. We have made initial contact with 
the Department of the Interior and the Department of Agriculture and have 
received notification that for those lands under the jurisdicition of the 
Interior Department, the Bureau of Outdoor Recreation will be the study 
coordinator. The Forest Service will be the study coordinator for those 
rivers where the Department of Agriculture will be the lead agency. Our objective 
is to gain as much information on these rivers as possible so that our Board 
and the citizens of Idaho will be in a position to make the important value 
judgments as to how these rivers should be used. 

Under the Wild and Scenic Rivers Act, the federal agencies are directed 
to carry on the study of additions to the Wild and Scenic Rivers System in 
close cooperation with appropriate agencies of the affected state and its 
political subdivisions, and these studies should be joint studies if such a 
request is made by the state. Governor Samuelson has written to the Department 
of the Interior and the Department of Agriculture requesting that joint studies 
of the potential additions to the Wild Rivers System be carried on _between 
the State of Idaho and the federal agencies. He has designated Professor C.C. 
Warnick, Director of the University of Idaho Water Resources Research Institute 
as coordinator for the State's input into the joint studies. The Idaho Water 
Resource Board has already contracted with Professor Warnick and the Water 
Resources Research Institute for a study to attempt to develop a methodology 
by which to evaluate wild and scenic rivers. Other state agencies will likely 
help support the continuation of this important study. 

As I have discussed our water resource planning program with embers of 
the Board, I have concluded that the question is not whether there should be 
wild and scenic rivers in Idaho, but how much additional mileage should be 
added to the national system. Currently 290 miles out of the 545 miles 
desinaged are in Idaho. About 500 additional miles are listed in the study 
category. What will be the incremental value to Idaho and to society of each 
additional mile added to the system in Idaho? Where is the break-even point 
beyond which our State's economic development will become significantly 
restricted? 

It is evident that the Salmon River projects and the Middle Snake 
projects are the most economic in the State and represent a great economic 
asset for the State of Idaho. The size of these projects far outdistances 
those remaining in the Upper Snake. 



I believe it well .to ·· emphasize · tha.t:- the.·.F.a.aific . Northwest River Basins 
Commission now ·has ·underway ··wh~t -- i -s --:: t .er.med :..!-!.l'he~.calumhia-Nor.th Pacif.ic Framework , 
Study." This study · will ·~ serve · as · a - framewo~k ·~-f .ox .. ~e:v:a.luating .,where detai~ed 
feasibility studies · should· take -place -·1n ·· the:-·futu~e.-.and .. how .. tho~e studies 
now .underway fit into -an ··overall: ·'scheme-; ·· •· The ..:·entire Sta.t~ -- of Idaho will be 
covered by this ·· framework -study, ·· and · the --I.daho .. -Wate-r .. Resource .Board staff -is 
participating to :- .a ~great ··degree -111 -order·· to :-.:·insu.re.;._.that.,,the. b.est information 
possible · on : the · State 1 s -resourc.es ·:and -needs ..,. is ·.iricot:po.rate-d .in: the study. 

Three planning · objectives · have · been· adopted:,by .the . . Commission, and 
separate · plans · will _. be -developed - for · each. ,.one:. ... .- :.Thes,e are:_ National Efficiency, 
Regional ·Development., ·and ~Environmel'.ltal ··:Quality~- ... .Unde.r environmental -quality we 
expect to menti.on · the.-.potent:i:als "' for wild -and.·.scenic riv.ers and the potentials 
for enhancing · environmental -quality; -· ·Under · economic efficiency or regional 
development we ·intend -- to ~identify · how · these ·· same •rivers .c.an be developed to 
bring about economic . benefits · to ·· the ·· State ~ and · reg.ion. The conflicts . between 
these objectives then wilLbe.· clear ·· to · the -decision makers. The results from 
the University ·· of ·Idaho's Wild ··and -.Scenic "Rivers .Study will serve as input 
into the C-NP . study ·and - to ·the - eommission 1 s .~.Comprehensive, P.lan, which will 
follow in ensuing·years. · 



THE WILD AND·· SCENIC .RIVERS ACT: 

HOW IT WILL ·AFFECT WILDLIFE AND RECREATION IN. THE NORTHWEST 

by 

Dr~ Maurice Hornocker, Leader 

Idaho Cooperative · Wildlife Research Unit 

A better title might be 'Future · effects •. e •• ' or "Effects in the 
future o••·" of this legislation ·because we really .are talking about effects 
in the years to come. · Little · immediate.· change wiH be brought about, as far 
as effects ·on wildlife -are concerned, ·on those rivers · included in the Act in 
Idaho . Very important ·effects will ·be -felt in outdoor recreation in the future, 
some perhaps in · the very near · future. 

In discussing effects ·of .. the ·Act .. on .Wildlife, I .will confine my remarks 
mainly to big-game · species ·:, Certainly - lesser game and nongame species will 
be affected; as will both ·· resident · and .. anadromous - fish, -but for purposes of 
this discussion I' 11 · stick chiefly- to · big: game .animals. 

Before going on; I · should ·point ·out'.that 'wildlife' and 'recreation' 
are synonomous ·but that · recreation · embodies a great deal more than wildlife. 
Wildlife populations · enhance a · recreational .exp.e:t:ience, .whether the par
ticipant is ·hunting, photographing, or -merely viewing • . A great many people 
gain from just knowing that certain- species. arapresent .in a given area, even 
though the animals ·may seldom ·be seen. When we .speak of management of game 
animals here · i n the West, ·we · normally think .. of. management for hunting purposes. 
But more and more in other ·parts ·of the country these other 'uses' of wildlife 
are becoming more important. 

The two Idaho ri.vers · initially .included in the legislation--the Middle Fork 
of the Salmon and the Clearwater's Middle Fork, inc.luding the Lochsa and Selway 
tributaries--flow through some of · the · state '.s finest big game country. Of those 
in the "Study" category, the main Salmon in central Idaho and the SL Joe in the 
Panhandle are noted for thei.r excellent big game habitat. Three of these four 
rivers or river systems, excepting the St. Joe, carve deep, steep-walled canyons-
the Salmon canyon is more than 6,000 feet deep in places ~ Ecologically, the 
canyons of the Salmon and its major tributaries, along with Hells Canyon, are 
unique to the Intermountain area o The Clearwater system canyons, while not so 
striking physiographically, serve the same ecologic functions in that the 
canyons provide a great percentage of the available winter range for big game 
animalso The Bruneau, a 'Study' category river, serves the same purpose, although 
it exists in entirely different type of terrai11, o The two other Panhandle rivers 
in the Study group---the Priest and the Moyie---are quite different ecologicallyo 
Year-round precipitation is greater, topographic relief is less, and their canyons, 
if one could call them canyons, are much shallower. 



The steep..;.walled canyons -, of ~ the .S.almon and .Clearwater systems provide 
winter range for · the ·majorportion ·.of-:the ... na,tion' s . lar.gest . . elk herd, as well 
as for two ·species · of -deer; · bighorn:. she.ep . .and ... mount.ain .. goats. The -relatively 
small area ·of land ·bordering ·· the_-· rivers. · affected .by. . the Act often . constitutes 
an important part -- of - the · big • ganie -winter range. .•... ,.In.,y,ears of heavy snowfall and 
prolonged cold ·· temperatures-.;.. 'hard 1 ·winters--game animals are forced lower and 
lower in - these -canyons ~ Forage · in ·· tlie lower · o.ne-fourth of the canyon sometimes 
must sustain the entire herd · for · varying .. lengths . of time . If. this forage is 
not available · low along . the ··. river, ·for · any. reason,. then during these hard 
winters ·we may · expect .. serious · losses, ·.and · thus .smaller p.opulations. Spring is 
another period when · the · lower portions- of · .the.: canyons receive heavy use. All 
species ·of big · game · animals are attracted here · by the new grass. This i .s not 
so important -- in ·the survival · of - these ·populations .but it does provide considerable 
forage at this time ·ot ·year . 

The importanc.e · of the · lower canyon .is evident to .anyone who . spends any 
amount of time · i.n · these ·· areas · during win.ter .. and . .wh.o. views things objectively e 

There · is, however, ·· scientific · evidenc e · to · support. this view. Dr. Paul Dalke, 
for more than ·ZO·years · the -Leader · of - .the · Idaho. Cooperative Wildlife Research 
Unit, conducted ·· extensive ,. research · on · winter range .in .the canyons of the 
Clearwater and Salmon ·· river ··systems ; ·.- His .. work. points up .. the ·importance of 
this ·portion ·of ·· the -winter range ; · -~ s t ewart · Br.andbo.r,g., who . studied mountain 
goats in the Salmon .. drai.nage, -·· states · "During · s.evere winters all of these big 
game species (elk;· mule deer ·; -· bighorn · sheep, and mountain goats) are con
centrated ·on · the · lower ~slopes ;,-~·; " ··Dwight ·: Smi.th, in studying · bighorn pop
ulations on · the Middle ·Fork-of - the · Salmon; found. the .lower canyon important 
not only · to ·sheep ·but · to elk, deer· and -- goat.s . .. -8.tudies ... are currently being 
carried · out ~.by · the U ~s ; Fi.sh ··· and ·Wildlife · Serv.ice.' s . Divis.ion of River Basin 
Studies ·in ·: the ·Hells · Canyon area · of .. the - Snake .•... The canyon is ecologically 
similar ln many respects .. to · the Salmon .. · .. Pr.eliminary findings indicate the 
lower elevations · of the · canyon ~ ·which would be affected by inundation by High 
Mountain Sheep Dam - receive much use · by deer. My own work in the Primitive 
Area supports this view . Winter range has been shown to be the foremost 
factor in limiting the numbers of elk and mule deer. And in one winter--
1964-65--the lower portions of the canyon · sustained these herds throughout 
late December, all of January, and early February. 

To determine the effects on big game herds of retaining these lower
canyon lands, we must consider the alternatives. These include impoundment 
and subsequent inundation, road building, logging, mining, and other forms 
of development. Some. of these alternatives destroy the winter range com
pletely, others make it, in effect, unavailable to wildlife o The Wild and 
Scenic Rivers legislation insures the · retention in a natural state of this 
small but extremely critical ·portion of land. 

While the Act will have future effects on wildlife populations, the 
effects on outdoor recreation in the state will be many times greater. To 
establish this thesis, we must look · at · the ·broad recreational picture, 
both now and in the future; ·And again · the ·alternative uses must be considered 
and their benefits ·compared. It might ~be well to establish here what I mean 
by 'benefits' 3 I'm speaking ·of both economic and cultural benefits. Monetary 
wealth and material gain ·· are · important ·in· our society but in our individual 
lives these alone are ·not enough Q There are many, many things--intangibles-
which we cannot and make no effort to place a dollar sign on . These kinds of 



things include good music, art, architecture, and the like. Open space, a 
mountain lak~, a free~flowing ·river ·· fit the same category. These intangibles 
instill quality in · our · individual · lives :.and psychologists tell us they are 
absolutely essential · to -- physical -- and -mental..health.. I believe society must 
recognize that the same kinds -of · things -- a~e -.essential to its heal th and well 
being. We as a society-shduld ·· strive · for · this quality and not only for 
"goods." Gross National · Product is -a .. very .poor measurement of -the progress 
of a society. 

We enjoy a quality way- of life here in ... the Northwest. I believe we can 
retain this quality and · still · ' grow' .. economically •. . The economic growth is 
assured one way or · the other,.-- but .with: some kinds . of growth all semblance 
of quality · in the environment ·· is · lost-; ~· i believe, . . by .. developing our re
creation industry, Idaho ·· can · enjoy lasting · economic growth and at the same 
time retain for its · citizens · the kind · of · an: environment conducive to 'good 
living•' In this regard--that of developing a recreation industry--Idaho's 
rivers and the Wild and Scenic Rivers Act are vitally important. 

The United States is currently undergoing an unprecedented boom in the 
recreation industry. The July 1968 U. S. News and World Report states that 
an estimated 100 million people in this country engage in one or more forms 
of outdoor recreation. In 1900, 3 percent of total consumer spending was 
devoted to recreation; today 6 percent goes for recreation. The national 
bill for all this--in equipment, fees of various kinds, and related ex
penses--adds up to $50 billion a year. The magazine goes on to say that if 
anything ever happened to blight outdoor recreation the whole' economy would 
be disrupted. Reasons for this boom include improvements in per capita in-
come, per capita leisure time, and mobility brought about by gains in 
productivity and technology. An expanding p'opulation and a changing style 
of life are other factors . A striking example is the change in one of these 
factors--leisure time. U"S . News and World Report states that the average 
worker is at leisure about 25 percent of the time. This contrasts to about 
zero a hundred years ago and the prediction of M.A. Holman, writing in 
Sociology and Social Research, October 1961, that vacation time will triple 
between the years 1950 and 2000--from a work-force total of 213 to 668 billion 
hours. The Southern California Research Council believes that by 1985 Americans 
will be at leisure 1/3 of the time . The impact of this on the recreation industry 
is obvious . 

The Pacific Northwest (encompassing Washington, Oregon, Idaho, and Montana 
west of the Continental Divide) is riding the crest of this boom. The Bonneville 
Power Administration, in its 1967 publication "Pacific Northwest Economic Base 
Study for Power Markets ,"reports that $900 million is spent annually by tourists 
in the region. Projections forecast an increase to $2,210 million by 1985 and 
$6,765 million by 2010. Recreation demands in the region will be three times 
greater in 1985 than in 1960, six times greater in 2000, and more than nine times 
greater in 2010. This region with approximately 3 percent of the nation's popu
lation, accounts for about 7 percent of the nation's tourist expenditures o Be
cause of the sheer diversity and immensity of Pacific Northwest recreation 
opportunities, Northwest residents vacation more in their own region than do 
residents of other regions. Further, more tourist dollars are spent in the 



Pacific Northwest by nonresidents than are spent by tourists from the Pacific 
Northwest in other regions. This leads to an important conclusion. Tourism in 
the Pacific Northwest is properly classed as a basic or export industry. That is. 
to say, the economic structure of tourism serves to generate a significant 
net credit in the region's balance of interregional payments. This is a very 
important point. 

In terms of employment, tourism is the fourth largest and probably the 
fastest growing industry in the Northwest. (It ranks third in Idaho). The 
equivalent of 100,000 average workers are employed in jobs which stem directly 
and exclusively from tourist spend.ing. Of these, 14, 700 are employed in Idaho. 
Projections by the Bonneville Power Administration forecast an increase to 
165,000 in 1985 and 276,000 in 2010. By 1985, it will be the second ranking 
industry (behind food) and by the turn of the century may be the No. 1 in 
the Northwest. 

Idaho is keeping pace with this regional growth in the recreation business. 
The Commerce and Development Department reports that, despite a cool wet - season, 
tourism was up an estimated 5 to 7 percent, bringing a record $215 million into 
the state in 1968. Sun Valley reports the biggest summer ever and the Fish and 
Game Department reports an apparent increase in hunting and fishing by both 
residents and nonresidents, although final figures aren't available ~ All other 
indicators--requests for literature, out-of-state travelers, etc . , were up 
markedly in 1968. 

Why is the Northwest region so well off, so to speak, in the recreation 
business? It's diversity is an important factor. It's topography is renowned 
for high scenic qualities and suitability for recreation purposes. It has 
everything the outdoor recreationist wants--oceans and beaches, forests, 
mountains, valleys, rivers, lakes, canyons, waterfalls, deserts, and extensive 
wilderness. Another factor is the fact that the region is relatively uncrowded. 
Against the national average of 54 persons per square mile, the Northwest has 
21 per square mile . Thus the region has a decided advantage over other regions, 
namely natural environment, low-density, resource-based outdoor activity (as 
opposed to high-density, close-in, user-oriented activity.) Further, as the 
Bonneville Power Administration points out "• cothe region's recreational re
sources are used less intensively than elsewhere, allowing for a wide range of 
dispositions or forms of development. Portions remain susceptible to preserva
tion in their natural wildland character, a major attraction of the region. 
Other portions are susceptible to improvement in quality and accessibility with 
corresponding stimulation to demand, where comparable improvements elsewhe

1
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in the nation are either impossible or achievable only at very high costs ... 
(we have) emphasized natural environment because it is here that the Pacific 
Northwest has a unique and demonstrable advantage over most of the nation." 
In short, Idaho and the Pacific Northwest have an ideal recreation resource base 
upon which to draw. 

Another factor in the region's favor is that over half the land area is 



owned and administered by the Federal .Government. In Idaho the figure is 
64 percent o In addition, State governments own 5 percent of the land in the 
region 0 This is extremely important to the expanding recreation industry 
because publically-owned land is generally available to the public for re
creational use . Planning and careful management (which assign a high 
priority to recreation) should be able to .expand the resource supply suf
ficiently to accommodate the forecasted demand, and at the same time provide 
a wide range of recreational opportunity, _from high-density use, such as 
skiing and picnicking, to ·wilderness experience. But it will require 
planning. One way to achieve this diversity in supply is to ration out 
scarce and unique resources such as wilderness and wild rivers. This is the 
only way to maintain quality and uniqueness in such resources. 

What are the advantages, both economic and cultural, of a recreation 
industry over alternative industries? I have pointed out that recreation 
in the Northwest is a basic or export industry--it brings in a net credit 
to the region. AnoLher benefit is what economist Myron Katz calls the 
"Multiplier Effect: . " Money spent by .nonresidents moves quickly and widely 
through the economy. This money creates primary jobs and income for businesses 
serving the tourists . This money, however, .is quickly spent and re-spent on other 
goods and services; thus nonresident · tourist expenditures have a "multiplier 
effect" on employment and income. They raise income directly, but in addition 
they set up a chain of further spending and re-spending. Further, studies 
show that most of these dollars are spent on goods and services which are 
produced in the Northwest, thus tending .to further stimulate the region's 
economy. 

Outdoor recreation disperses income and employment thoroughout the 
region, rather than concentr ating it in already densely populated areas. Thus 
tourism does not create many ·of .the problems generated by some other industries. 
Less money is required of society ·for public services, such as sewage systems, 
fire and police protection, etc. · .An interesting coniparison may be made here. 
Tourism brought $215 million into Idaho in 1968. The Idaho Mining Association 
reports the total value of mining production in Idaho in 1968 was $118.1 million. 
The mos t impor tant facts to consider, however, are that tourism income was re
latively well di spersed over the ·entire state; mining income was largely re
stric ted to one small area in north Idaho . Further, it is imperative that we 
consider the atmosphere--the ·quality ·of the .environment--in the north Idaho 
mining dist r icts to that of some of our .more intensively used recreation areas 
such as Sun Valley, ·McCall, or Salmon . . If 'tax base' is our only criteria for 
measurement, then certainly Smelterville has it over Salmon or McCall as a 
desirable place to live ·and raise ·a family •. I don't think so. 

The reall y i mportant consideration, at what former Secretary Udall terms 
this 'critical moment' is the environment o It is her e that the strongest 
argument for a r ecreation industry, ... over some .alternatives, exists. The 
amount of pollution to the ·atmosphere .and water attributable to recreation 
is relatively minor. In this respect, the economic costs to society of . the 
recreation and tourism industry are probably more fully borne by the industry 
itself, per dollar of income, than .is the case with many other industries. 
And certainly the cultural costs .to society are far less . Contrast the air 
and water at Smelterville with that .at Salmon or McCall. 

Finally, a characteristic of the recreation industry that is important 
both economically and culturally is that it does not ordinarily deplete the 
resources up-on which it depends .when those resources--scenic and other outdoor 
recreation attractions--are properly managed. 
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This aspe t--proper management of our total recreation resources--is 
where the Wild and ·Scenic Rivers Act fits into the picture . This Act is 
doubly important ·because it deals with what the Bonneville Power Administration 
terms a unique resource . And uniqueness is one factor which gives Idaho and 
the Pacific Northwest such a decided advantage over the rest of the nation. 
Idaho's wild rivers and their canyons .are definitely unique. An indication 
of the interest in these rivers is the increasing number of visitors to the 
Salmon and the Middle ·Fork--1450 boat visitors on the Middle Fork alone in 
1968. The number of float boats on the Middle Fork has risen rapidly--from 
218 in 1965 to 413 in 1968. The Forest Service estimates 6000 visitors spent 
11,500 visitor days on the Main Salmon from the road's end to Lantz's Bar. 
Further evidence of the appeal of Idaho's wild rivers is the fact that the 
National Geographic Society chose the Middle Fork and main Salmon for an hour
long television documentary . This will be shown in the fall and will reach 
millions of viewers. The possible effect of this upon the tourist industry 
may be fore cast by a related incident--the Idaho Outfitters and Guides A-ss·d"ciatiou ;s 
office was flooded with requests for information on Hell's Canyon excursions 
after one small item about Hell's Canyon appeared in the New York Times. 

Idaho's free-flowing rivers are one of the state's major tourist at
tractions. And yet we have done very little on the state level to insure 
that this resource is not irreparably altered or lost. Recreation is not 
even considered a beneficial use of water in our laws--it must be given 
recognition . Wisconsin as early as 1905 passed legislation protecting its 
streams and for a number of years has had its own 'State Wild Rivers Bill.' 
Missouri has a similar law.. Further, we need a system of evaluating and 
classifying the recreation potential of all of our major streams and their 
watersheds . 

This classification should periodically be updated as situations arise and 
needs be ome evident. A highly objective system proposed by John and Frank 
Craighead in The Minnesota Naturalist, .No .. . 2, 1962, appears to be an excellent 
method of beginning such a classification . Once such data have been assembled, 
objective de isions can be made regarding uses of these rivers. I hope that the 
Craigheads' system will be considered in the upcoming cooperative study of the 
main Salmon. 

My whole discussion may appear more a pitch for recreation development 
and planning than a discussion of Wild Rivers legislation. What I've tried to 
do is point out that we in Idaho have an opportunity to grow economically and at 
the same time maintain a quality way of .life. The Wild and Scenic Rivers Act 
is a step in this dir ection. Many of us live in Idaho because of the excellence 
and diversity of outdoor recreation opportunities and because intangible things 
that are important to us as individuals exist here . I believe the recreation 
industry offers a way to have 'the best of both . ' I do not advocate the status 
quo as far as a statewide economic base is concerned, nor do I advocate 'turning 
the state over' to recreation. Certainly diversity i n economic development is 
desirable . _!_ do advocate giving first consideration to managing our resources 
for recreational purposes when it ·can :be .demonstrated that in the long run 
"so"ciety will receive the gre"atest :benefits . These benfits may be economic or 
cultural, or both. 

Summing up, the burgeoning recreation industry makes it imperative for 
us in I daho to: 



1 . Keep the options on our free-flowing rivers open. Rivers are one 
of our most unique resources--they .also are the most fragile. 

2. Classify the recreation potential of our rivers and water resources 
and periodically ·update this classification. 

3. Retain diversity, both in the landscape and in development. We must 
provide both quality and ·quantity recreational experiences . 

4. Continually strive toward quality in economic growth and way of life. 

We have an unparalleled opportunity. But to accomplish it we must alter our 
thinking concerning 'development.' We must cast off provincialism and attitudes 
that were valid 30-40 years ago. Technology has changed all that. Our thinking 
on free-flowing rivers is an example. The West has long guarded its water for 
irrigation purposes. Hydroelectric power has also come on the scene. We must 
recognize there are alternatives often much better uses of our water resources. 
As Bill Hall, writing in the Lewiston Tribune, May 26, 1968, states " ..• Leaving 
a stream alone is using it. It is shocking (to the reclamationist) that the 
Middle Fork of the Clearwater and that stream's tributaries can run untouched 
through the mountains, and the people who live .here still think they are 
deriving some benefit . (This river) ..• meets the demands of the north Idaho 
tourist industry and the recreation demands of those who live in the region •.... 
Anadromous fish runs are caught up in the economy of the state and region--
the commercial fishing in Oregon and Washington, the tourist industry, and 
the casual sports fishery as a part of the quality of life in this region that 
permits us to attract and hold able .people . It permits us to bid for talent 
in industry, education and government against high paying communities and 
states." 

11 
•••• (Reclamationists ) view those who battle for free-flowing streams as 

a poetic minority. (To them) it's money running toward the ocean. (They) 
don't understand that the thousands of tourists who come to see open rivers 
pay cold, hard cash for the privilege . And more are coming every year . • ••• " 



June 26, 1969 

This report is a compilation of the panel discussions which were 
presented at the First Annual Winter Meeting of the Idaho Chapter 
of the Wildlife Society. · 

The topic, "Impact of the Wild and Scenic Rivers Act in Idaho" was 
chosen because of its timely nature . 

I want to take this opportunity. to again thank the panel members 
for helping make our first .winter .meeting a complete success with 
their excellent presentations .which .were well received. 

Elmer R. Norberg, President 
Idaho Chapter · 
Wildlife Society 
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